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The government had to, for instance, re-open
applications for its PLI scheme for medical devices
due to certain issues faced in filling up the 28 slots
the first time around.
PLI schemes evoke mixed response: IT, mobile steal a
march on other sectors
Union Minister for Information Technology Ravi
Shankar Prasad today claimed that he was made to
wait for an hour to log into his Twitter account as he
was denied access to his handle. Prasad ...
Ravi Shankar Prasad says Twitter denied access to his
account for an hour, terms it gross violation of new IT
rules
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The growth will be supported by the consistent
demand for pharmaceutical products and the low
base of FY2021, though some impact on volume
growth will be witnessed due to the second wave of
Covid ...
Revenue growth of drug firms in current fiscal to be in
the range of 7-9 per cent: ICRA
With the manufacturers of generics and other
pharmaceuticals enjoying steady growth, India's
pharmaceutical industry has rolled out countless
products for the domestic market and rapidly
expanded its ...
Nippon Express (India) Newly Acquires GDP
Certification at Three Locations
Fifteen US states have dropped their opposition to a
bankruptcy plan for OxyContin maker Purdue Pharma,
in a step towards the pharmaceutical firm paying $4.5
billion to settle cases related to the ...
US states agree to Purdue Pharma bankruptcy plan
Communications and IT minister, Ravi Shankar Prasad
on Wednesday came down heavily on Twitter for
choosing the “path of deliberate defiance” by not
complying with the intermediary guidelines ...
IT rules: Twitter deliberately chose the path of
defiance, says IT minister Ravi Shankar Prasad
His plea comes just as pharmaceutical companies are
seeking authorisation for third doses to be used as
boosters in some Western countries, including the US.
"We are making conscious choices right ...
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Rich countries should donate Covid vaccines, not use
boosters: WHO on pandemic
She is even reported to have serious illnesses of
insomnia and depression. Furthermore, for breaking
pharmaceutical legislation, the plastic surgeon who
administered the medication Propofol and a ...
Top K-pop girl band member caught and fined 1
million for buying and consuming Propofol drug
To fight this, vaccines developed by two global
pharmaceutical companies would often come to the
rescue, but at a price that many from rural and poorer
backgrounds could not afford. Also Read ...
A Successful Virologist, She Is First Indian Woman
Elected As Royal Society Fellow
In order to overcome this, Honeywell has introduced
digital authentication technology for pharmaceutical
products in a bid to fight rising counterfeit crime in
India. "Honeywell is deploying its ...
Fake busters: Honeywell’s tech to identify counterfeit
drugs
New Delhi, Jul 9 (PTI) The National Green Tribunal has
slapped a penalty of Rs 10 crore on a pharmaceutical
manufacturing company in Amroha district of Uttar
Pradesh for violation of environmental ...
NGT imposes Rs 10 crore fine on pharma company
Teva API
Based in the United Kingdom, Vaniam Group Global
Ltd is the company's strategically anchored global
agency, serving pharmaceutical and biotechnology
clients in Europe and other key international ...
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Vaniam Group LLC announces European and
International expansion with addition of new global
agency, Vaniam Group Global Ltd
This mature, patented liposomal drug delivery system
enables the targeted delivery of active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) through the Blood
Brain Barrier and is designed to decrease exposure ...
UPDATE -- PurMinds Completes Initial Strategic Equity
Investment in Israeli Psychedelic Drug Company IMIO
Life
MOSCOW, July 6, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- The Russian
Direct Investment Fund (RDIF, Russia's sovereign
wealth fund), and Morepen Laboratories, one of the
leading manufacturers of pharmaceutical ...
RDIF and Morepen Laboratories announce production
of the test batch of Sputnik V in India
DEL77 BIZ-NPPA-GST NPPA asks drug firms to cut
prices in wake of GST rate reduction New Delhi: Drug
pricing regulator NPPA has asked pharmaceutical ... IT
Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad on Wednesday ...
Business highlights
Vaishnaw’s predecessor Ravi Shankar Prasad took the
lead in implementation of the production-linked
incentive (PLI) scheme which attracted participation
from global majors like Samsung ...
Industry players roll out wishlist for new IT and
telecom minister
CHICAGO, July 08, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -Cosmos Holdings, Inc. (the “Company") (OTCQX:
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COSM), an international pharmaceutical company
with a proprietary line of branded and generic
pharmaceuticals, ...
Cosmos Holdings Signs Exclusive Distribution
Agreement with Mediprovita GbR for Launch of Sky
Premium Life Products in Germany and Austria
Microblogging platform, Twitter has blocked India’s IT
minister, Ravi Shankar Prasad for allegedly criticising
the United States firm. Ravi Shankar Prasad who
made the disclosure via a tweet on ...
Social media rule: Twitter blocks Indian Minister
VANCOUVER, British Columbia, July 02, 2021 (GLOBE
NEWSWIRE) -- InMed Pharmaceuticals Inc. (“InMed” or
the “Company”) (Nasdaq: INM), a clinical-stage
company developing cannabinoid-based
pharmaceutical ...
InMed Pharmaceuticals Announces Closing of US$12
Million Private Placement Priced At-the-Market under
Nasdaq Rules
On June 13, 2021, and pursuant to the Share
Purchase Agreement, PurMinds completed a
significant seed funding investment in IMIO Life as the
sole equity investor of the psychedelic subsidiary of ...
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